Comparing Financial Personalities

The Free Spirit
8.5%
of Americans

You and the Other Financial Personalities
Financial personalities sharing similar traits are very comfortable around each other and reinforce each
other’s good or bad behaviors. Other financial personalities possess opposing traits, which can lead to
conflict or bring out the best in each other.
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Adventurers and Free Spirits are enthusiastic
explorers of the world, who tend to not worry
about the costs of exploration. If they can work
together when managing their money, they can
avoid the financial and mental stress of living the
life of explorers.
When Free Spirits hatch another idea, Ambassadors
are typically supportive and help bring focus.
Sometimes this can lead to stress when making
decisions as a couple, but by listening to each other
and evenly making choices, they’ll be great.
This could be an “opposites attract” situation.
Architects are organized planners and Free
Spirits — to put it lightly — aren’t. But if they can
find balance, they can create a pair that strives to
experience more while staying grounded enough
to effectively chase the new and different.
If you’re looking for this pairing, check the roads
less traveled because Free Spirits follow every
path and Contrarians make their own paths. Their
unique approaches to life can balance each other
well, but can isolate them as a couple outside
others’ normal routines.
It’s near impossible to predict what 2 Free Spirits
will do together, but whatever they do will be a
one-of-a-kind experience. What makes them strong
together — their freedom and curiosity — could also
be their downfall, as neither is too worried about
planning or money.
Guardians’ love of consistency contrasts with Free
Spirits’ more devil-may-care attitude. While this can
cause tension, it also can push each of them to real
personal growth — Guardians can explore new
experiences and Free Spirits can find deeper focus
in their lives.
Free Spirits chase a new experience every day
but Oases are more focused inward than outward.
Together they can bring each other out of their
comfort zones with a balance of exploration and
quiet self-reflection, or it could cause a lot of
spirited discussions.
The balance of Rocks’ calm with Free Spirits’, well,
free spirit, creates a pair who collects interesting
experiences. While they can solve almost any outside
issue, they have a tendency not to worry about their
own, which can lead to unneeded stress and conflict.
The creativity brought to this relationship is second
to none. But Free Spirits’ laid-back attitude and
Sparks’ incredible drive and tendency to worry can
stress and strain the relationship. But by combining
creative forces, they can create a relationship that’s
always interesting.
Free Spirits are always searching for the next lifechanging experience and Storytellers are looking for
someone to tell about it. Their natural impulsiveness
can lead to a rift if neither has a plan for the future,
but they have the creativity to handle most problems.

